
SAMPLE COLLEGE APPLICATION RESUME

Tips and examples of how to put skills and achievements on college resumes so they shine. Here's a sample college
application resume.

Want to see some other college resume templates? What do i do with my college resume? Avoid first person.
It also forces you to condense what you've done so far in a short writing sample. The college resume speaks
volumes about you through your personal skills, interests and values. Recognition: Include your achievements
including any honors, awards, AP and IB courses you've completed. They may point you in the right direction.
So if you use "Studied" in one bullet point, find another word for your next bullet point. Keep the spacing and
the font style the same between sections. Taking summer art classes. Speech and debate skills Artistic skills
Which mediums can you work with? College Application Resume Tips While the look is totally up to you,
there are a few general style tips your resume should follow: Make sure your experience is run in descending
order. This makes your resume easy to read and more pleasing to look at compared to long sentences. Making
up or exaggerating things on your resume can be very damaging. Try leaving it for a day before going back to
proofread. Need help thinking about your experiences? Responsibilities vs. This, along with your co-curricular
activities, show you have a diverse background and aren't one-dimensional. How many hours per shift?
Selling homemade crafts on eBay. What the Admissions Department Wants Like any job, you should tailor
your college resume for the program and school to which you're applying. For how many teammates? What
are skills? Are you an athlete, play music or are an artist? Some tips for organizing this section: List
experiences in reverse chronological order, starting with your most recent activities and working backward.
Awards and Honors Think of this section as your trophy case on paper. Did you do any volunteer work or
fundraise during high school?


